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On November 2 Dr Peter Brand of ROE gave a fine lecture entitled "New Views of Star Forming Regions", on December 7 Dr Alan Heavens' subject was
"Falling into the Great Attractor at one million m.p.h.", and on January 4 Dr Jocelyn Burnell brought us up to date with the latest information on Pulsars.
Dr William Samson from Dundee spoke on February 1 on amateur reflecting telescope making, based on his own experiences, and on March 1, the AGM, our
own Dr John Reid gave an interesting talk on the physiology of observing, from the comfort of the observer to the complexities of the retina. The golden rule is:
don't drink alcohol before going out to observe on a cold night.

At the AGM the following Office Bearers were elected: President: Dr David Gavine; Vice-Presidents: Mrs May Fenoulhet and Dr John Reid; Secretary: Mr
Doug Fyfe; Treasurer: (acting): Dr John Rostron; Councillors: Mr Ray Fenoulhet, Mr Peter MacDonald, Mr Jim Nisbet, Mr Jamie Shepherd (Director of the
Observatory) and Mr Gerry Taylor.

Observations

After many months' absence from our skies the Aurora returned with a vengeance on the night of March 24/25. At 2135 Ron Livesey's "jam-jar" magnetometer
in Edinburgh shot off the scale and the aurora virtually "exploded" overhead with red and green corona and brilliant formations well into the southern sky. It was
seen for several hours, all over Britain; Brian Kelly observed it from Dundee, Colin Steele and Gavin Ramsay from St Andrews, while Dave Gavine and Neil
Bone saw it from as far south as Chichester where intense blood-red rays and patches up to 50° appeared at 2328 and 0115. No reports have been received from
Edinburgh members so far.

Coming attractions

The current Science Festival has a few items of astronomical interest including Heather Couper and Nigel Henbest's "Heavens Above!" at the Scandic Crown
Hotel on April 14 at 7 pm. Programmes and tickets are available at the Fringe Office in the High Street.

Scottish Astronomers' Group meeting in the Mills Observatory, Dundee, on Saturday April 27 at 2 pm. The theme is Astrophotography. All welcome.

BAA Meteor Section meeting at Calton Hill on Saturday May 4, 1030-1230 then 1400-1700. The main speaker will be Dr David Hughes of Sheffield University,
a well-known authority on meteors. Other speakers will include Neil Bone, Tony Markham, Alastair McBeath, Dr Colin Steele and Dr John Mason. ASE
members are welcome to attend, whether or not they are BAA members. At our own meeting on Friday May 3 the Society will be honoured with an address by
the Director of the BAA Meteor Section, Mr George Spalding.

Cover picture
The small Troughton transit telescope set up by the Astronomical Institution of Edinburgh in 1812, in the small transit house just west of the Playfair
Observatory to give Edinburgh and Leith a time service. The instrument is preserved in the Transit Room.
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An observing trip to South Africa
by Gavin Ramsay

In January last year I went to South Africa to make some observations for my research project. We had a fortnight's observing time with the 40-inch telescope
and CCD camera at the Sutherland observing station of the South African Astronomical Observatory. We were to make observations of various open clusters
and planetary nebulae fields so that application could be made of a new reddening-distance relationship developed by Don Pollacco of St Andrews University
who also accompanied me.

The very long flight took us straight to Cape Town. Although perhaps not a particularly attractive city in itself, it must surely have one of the most spectacular
geographical settings of any city with its famous Table Mountain dominating the surroundings. The steep cliffs are lit up at night making a most memorable
sight. We took a taxi (driven at breakneck speed) from our hotel to the SAAO's base in Cape Town which is the former Royal Observatory, a very attractive
white-washed building, from which we made our way by car to the Sutherland Observatory. It was a journey of 300 or so miles through some very impressive
scenery, first through a series of mountain ranges, then up to a plateau of undulating hill tops and desert. The Observatory is 5 miles from the village of
Sutherland, a small farming community, the only village for about 30 miles. Remote is not the word!

We had the first night to look in on an observing session with the telescope which we were to use. This telescope is unusual in that the observer has to slew it
himself and there is actually an eyepiece to check the field. After a night or two of practice it became very easy to use. This was the first time I had been to the
southern hemisphere and it made a very strange impression at first with all the constellations "upside down" and seeing only a couple of stars of the Plough
skirting the horizon. The first week had a very bright moon but later the skies became stunningly dark. The southern sky is very spectacular with lots of bright
stars, a glowing Milky Way with numerous dark rifts, and many interesting binocular objects. It is certainly true when you hear people say that the southern sky
is better than its northern counterpart. Any passing cloud was hard to detect, being inky black - not the orange glow you are used to here. Even after your eyes
became dark-adapted it was somewhat difficult to see anything - a torch was vital. Another reason for the torch was rather disconcerting - we were always on
the lookout for scorpions and venomous snakes which are prevalent in these parts - an anti-toxin kit was in the fridge!

It was remarkable how quickly a routine developed. After dinner it was straight up to the telescope to begin the observing and that was it until dawn around 6.
Fortunately a midnight snack was provided. Then perhaps after a game of snooker it was off to bed until 3 or 4 in the afternoon, then all over again. However,
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after the first 2 or 3 days you begin to think 'not another 10 days being stuck in the middle of no-where'. After another 3 or 4 days the mind becomes so numb
that you don't really care any more. It was fortunate that we had 10 useful nights out of the 14; 2 being lost to poor weather and another 2 to instrumental
problems. We did witness a rather spectacular storm which lasted 4 or 5 hours. Lightning, was seen for miles and lit up the sky, although it did not rain where
we were. Everyone at the observatory was out in the deck chairs spectating in the dark.

We obtained most of the data we wanted, getting enough for 7 open clusters and 2 planetary nebula fields. Figure 1 shows data from one of the clusters: this
diagram shows the stars observed with visual magnitude V plotted against colour index B - V, which gives an indication of a star's temperature. In this diagram
cluster members and non-cluster members are both plotted. The cluster members are in the upper part of the well-defined curve, other stars are either nearer or
further away than the cluster itself and just lie in the same field by chance. It was found in the 1920s that most stars lie on a well-defined curve in the V, B - V
plane if interstellar reddening is taken into account - the Main Sequence. By de-reddening the cluster members it is possible to derive distances and ages for
these clusters by comparing theoretical models of the main sequence of certain ages. These models are becoming more accurate with improving theory and
additional observations. Our new technique was able to help separate the stars into members and non-members. However, the technique's main purpose was to
help determine the distance to planetary nebulae which are rather elderly stars which have shed their outer layers, giving rise to a nebula around the star. One of
those observed is shown in Figure 2 which shows a contour plot of the CCD image. Distances to these objects has always been a problem and we believe that
this new technique will be a major new tool in determining PN distances.

After the fortnight was up, there was great relief to finally make our way back to Cape Town. On getting there we were told that it might be a good idea to wait
a while at the Observatory as there was a riot going on in the middle of the town! It was interesting to note that there weren't many outward signs of apartheid -
only a couple of shops had notices saying they 'reserve the right to refuse admission'. A week after we left, Nelson Mandela was released from prison. In the
year and more that has passed it looks quite hopeful that South Africa may indeed become a true democracy for black and white alike. I hope if I return that this
will have become a reality. If it does it certainly must have the potential to become a very prosperous country indeed.
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Meteor update
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CDC Steele

The autumn of 1990 was relatively quiet meteorically but a few watches were made. In general the weather has not been too good leading to fewer opportunities
for watching. In September a few Piscids and α-Aurigids were spotted and the following month a couple of Orionids were reported, nothing startling. Things
picked up a bit in November with a number of late Taurids and also some Leonids.

The Leonids have a reputation which is partly justified, partly not. It is commonly supposed that the Leonids produce a spectacular storm once every 33 years
with no activity at all in between. This is not quite true. Intervals of 33 years are good candidates for storms but one is not guaranteed. More relevant to 1990
normally a small but finite number of Leonids are seen. It is expected that Leonid rates will start to rise about 1994 as the possibility of a storm in 1999
approaches. In order to detect this rise, a measure of the normal activity of the shower is required and in November 1990 a more concentrated effort was applied
for the Leonids than had been the case in previous years.

The best covered nights during the period when Leonids can be seen were November 14/15 and November 17/18. On those nights ZHRs of 8 ± 2 and 6 ± 1 were
recorded. It should be interesting to see how those rates start to evolve in the next few years.

The Geminid shower in December was one of our most successful campaigns in recent years although the weather was such that observations could only be
carried out on 4 nights between December 11 and 15. On these four nights almost 1000 meteors were seen. The Zenithal Hourly Rate varied as follows.

                    Geminids   ZHR   Error 
   December 11/12      18       41     10 
            12/13      61      122     16 
            13/14     728       97      4 
            14/15      27       45      9 

The rate recorded for December 12/13 was certainly inflated due to excessive correction factors as the limiting magnitude for this night varied between 4.5 and
5.0. I am very much of the opinion that correction factors are too high. This is purely a personal opinion and is not made in any official capacity. The figure of
97 for the ZHR on December 13/14 is probably also slightly inflated and a figure of between 60 and 80 is probably more relevant.

For the first time in several journals I can produce a magnitude distribution. These are for meteors seen between 11 and 15 December.

          -4  -3  -2  -1   0   1   2   3   4   5   Ave   σ   Total 
Geminids   2   9  22  44  76 172 181 216  85  25  1.83  1.65  832   
Sporadics  2           6  11  28  29  37  16   5  2.03  1.60  134   

As is normally the case, shower meteors were brighter on average than sporadic meteors. For many showers including the Geminids the differences between
averages is normally just over half a magnitude, but in this case the difference was smaller.

One curious fact is that of the 13 meteors of magnitude -3 or -4, no multiple sighting occurred. However at 2238 on December 13/14 a meteor was
simultaneously seen visually by Gavin Ramsay at St Andrews and photographed by Sandy Mackenzie at Dundee. Visually it was estimated at magnitude -4 and
bright blue.
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Unfortunately the Ursids and Quadrantids were lost to the weather. This was particularly unfortunate in the case of the Ursids which were well placed with
respect to moonlight.

In April we have the Lyrid shower which is partly lost to moonlight. The best times to observe are early on in the shower, late on in the night. The really good
news is that the Perseid shower is extremely well placed with respect to moonlight. One unfortunate consequence of this is that the southern showers in late July
are mooned out. Please feel free to contact me for further details of any of these showers.

My thanks go to all the observers: Phil Bagnall, Fiona Vincent, Dave Gavine, Cathy and Paul Jenkins, Alastair McBeath, Gavin Ramsay and Jamie Shepherd.

CDC Steele, 8 Lawhead Road East, ST ANDREWS, Fife, KY16 9ND. 0334 77226

A total solar eclipse in Scotland
by David Gavine

The last total solar eclipse visible in this country was on June 30 1954, the track of totality touching Unst, the most northerly of the major Shetland Isles, then
heading into Scandinavia. Hundreds of British amateur astronomers went to Unst, among them an old friend of mine, Mr William Boath Ogilvie, a retired
country schoolmaster who had a fine private observatory in Carnoustie. He was about 80 then, and had never seen a total eclipse. Sadly, it was overcast in Unst,
nobody saw anything, and poor Mr Ogilvie was robbed of his last ambition. I saw it from the playground of my school in Dundee with the sun about 90 %
covered, and remember the eerie brownish gloom around the landscape. We kept the chemistry teacher busy smoking microscope slides over a candle. The next
total eclipse to be seen in Britain will be in Cornwall in 1999 as you are probably aware, but unfortunately none of us will be around for the next one in
Scotland. According to Oppolzer this will be in October 2135!

Of course, Scotland has had total eclipses in the past, albeit at rare intervals, and the old records mention some of them. One of the best documented of these
took place on February 25 (or March 7 on the Gregorian calendar) 1598, known as Black Saturday, which occurred during a period of religious turmoil in
Scottish history and was regarded as the omen of a dark period for the emergent Kirk. The path of totality apparently crossed Central and South Scotland
because a similar story emerges from observers in Perth, Dundee, Fife, Edinburgh and Peebles. The time is rather uncertain: in 16th century Scotland nobody
bothered with exact time, and what few, crude clocks existed were "corrected" by the sundial, but it seems to have been under way by about 9-30 AM.
Calculations by Oppolzer and Schröter after the event put the time of totality at around 10-20 to 10-30 GMT (although, of course, no such time existed in the
16th century).

Rev James Melvill, minister of Kilrenny, describes it in two different places in his Diary:

"In that Februar, betwix the Synods Provinciall and Generall, was that maist conspicuous eclipse of the Sunne, quhilk strak all creatours with sic
estonishment and feir, as tho the day of Judgement haid bein com"

But, having studied "the bukis de Caelo" with his "awin Regent" at the University of St Andrews, he was more enlightened than the average person:
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"I knew, out of ephemerides and almanak, the day and hour of it, as was also, by the naturall philosophie, the causses. I sett my selff to mark the
proceidingis of it in a basine of watter mixit with inke, thinking the matter but commoune; but yie quhair it com to the extremitie of darkness, and I
myselff lossit all the sunne, I was struckin with such feir and astonischment, that I had no refuge but to prostrat on my kneis, and commend my selff
to God, and to cry for mercie ... "

He then warns his colleagues:

"In Februar, the twintie fyve exack, 
We saw the Sunne, the tent hour of the day, 
Begin to loss his light, and turn to blak, 
Whilk piece and piece his whaite did weare away. 
The cause is this, as learned men do say, 
The darksum bodie of the changing moone 
Cam in betwix our sight and Phoebus gay, 
And hid from ws his halsome light sa soone. 
Amid the meittings of our KIRK this done, 
Portends the dark and variable warld 
Sall com betwix the KIRK and CHRYST abone, 
And mak hir pastors crewked, blind and thral'd 
Then statlie starrs stik fast, and tak gud tent 
The dragons taill will reng the firmament."

and notes that the "effects" of the eclipse in the following year were the deaths of famous "lights" of the Kirk, like Thomas Buchanan, Robert Rollock and David
Ferguson.

There was consternation in Edinburgh:

"... betwixt nyne and tenne houres before noon, beganne a fearefull eclipse, which continued about two houres. The whole face of the sunne seemed
to be covered and darkenned about half a quarter of an houre in suche measure that none could see to reade on a booke. The starres appeared in the
firmament."

In the Session House and College of Justice "no letter or book could be read or looked upon for the space of an hour for darkness, and yet in the northeast there
appeared two stars." [Capella and Mirfak?]

Perth's records are more prosaic:

"The eclips of the sone on setterday, callit the mirk setterday 25. februar 1597 a half hour to 10 in the morning."

And Dundee's "story" is written in the account book of a merchant:
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"Upoun the xxv day of Februar being Settirday, the signe In pisces 1597 wes accomptit the ecclips of the sone and cheynge of the mone Betuix ten
and ellevin houris befor nwn that day darkness overschaddowit the face of the haill earth that nane mycht knaw ane uther perfytly on the calsayis
nor yit micht nae persone within thair houssis haif any lychte but candill Quhilk [which] contenwit the space of half ane houre And the peiple with
gryt fair fled aff the calsayis [pavement] to houssis mourning and lamenting and the crawis and corbeis and ravenois foullis fled to houssis to our
steple and tolbuith and schip tappis maist merveulously affrayit Quhilk sycht wes maist terreble and fairfull to all people young and auld And nane
persone levand culd declair they ever hard or saw the lyk thaim selffis in ony tyme preceiding."

One account, in Birrell's Diary (Edinburgh), quoted by Ebenezer Henderson, gets the date wrong:

"The 17th Februar, betvrixt 9 and 10 in Ye mornening, ane grate darknes, be reasin of eclipes, sic ane darknes hes not behe sene, for Ye hail pipell
wt Edn Yat knew not what it was, that yt had bene duims dai. Merchants and otheris Yt wer ignorant, steikit thair buith-doris, and ran to the Kirk to
pray, thinkind it had bene Ye last dai."

Notice that two of the above accounts have the year as 1597 and not 1598. As Graham Young has pointed out elsewhere in this Journal, the New Year did not
begin on January 1 in Scotland until 1600, and before this it was celebrated in March. So we have two calendar complications here. Some accounts of this
particular eclipse give it as 1597/98. To get around this and other anomalies such as leap-years and leap-centuries, astronomers use the Julian Date, in which
each day has its number, counting from January 1 4713 BC. Then the number of days between two astronomical events is easily found by subtracting their
Julian Day numbers. So the February 25/March 7 1597/98 eclipse took place on JD 2304783. Julian Days are especially useful in variable star work, and the JD
begins not at midnight but at noon. Thus noon on March 1 this year, our AGM, will begin JD 2448317.
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Therefore, knowing the Saros cycle and using JDs, and with modern knowledge of the Moon's behaviour, astronomers have reconstructed the elements of this
and many other eclipses far into the past and future, and the large volumes of these are well worth perusal. Our particular eclipse appears to have had a path of
totality (shown opposite) whose centre lay from Wigton through to Buchan, with Dunfermline and Edinburgh central. The eclipse began at 34°N 44°W and the
line of totality rapidly headed north as the Moon quickly increased in declination. The eclipse ended at 84°N, 2°E. The duration of totality at Edinburgh was
calculated to have been 1 minute 30 seconds, at 1015 UT. In a later issue I hope to tell you about other Scottish eclipses, for this little piece of research has
turned up a few more interesting things.
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The calendar, part 1
by Graham Young (Dundee Astronomical Society)

The length of the year is determined by the time taken for the Earth to orbit the Sun.

Because this is not an exact number of days (near enough 365¼) an extra day is inserted every four years, hence the leap-year. The exact year depends on what
we use as a reference point. Measuring with respect to a distant, fixed stellar object gives us the Sidereal Year of 365.25636 days (slightly more than 365¼).
Measuring with respect to the Vernal Equinox (which drifts slowly westwards due to the Earth's precession) gives us the Tropical Year of 365.24219 days
(slightly less than 365¼). For historical reasons we adopted the Tropical Year - the need for the Church to keep the date of Easter fixed, and Easter was defined
as the first Sunday following the first Full Moon after the Vernal Equinox. So being slightly less than 365¼ days, every century-year, which would normally be
a leap-year, is kept as an ordinary year except every fourth century-year, to make up the difference. Thus 1500, 1700, 1800, 1900 and 2100 are not leap-years
but 1600 and 2000 are. Even this state of affairs will not keep our calendar precise so a further correction will need to be made about every 3600 years or so.

Because of the precession of the equinoxes, the Earth's slow wobble with a period of about 25,800 years, and the fact that we keep the calendar according to the
Tropical Year, this has the long-term effect of keeping the equinoxes fixed with the date, i.e. that they will always be around September 22 and March 22, and
also the solstices fixed around June 21 and December 21. Hence winter (in the northern hemisphere) will always begin in December, spring in March, summer
in June and autumn in September. December 21 or 22 will always be the "shortest day". However, in 13000 AD Scorpio will dominate our winter sky instead of
Orion, Gemini and Taurus, and Auriga will be in the equatorial summer sky at midnight with Gemini and Taurus as the low zodiacal constellations. If we were
to use the Sidereal Year instead, the stars would remain fixed with the date instead of the equinoxes, hence Scorpio will remain visible in June 13000 AD but
instead of being summer this would, over the millennia, have precessed into winter and Scorpio would gradually have become higher in declination to where
Taurus is now, bringing constellations such as Centaurus into view from Scotland. Similarly, December would be "summer" with Auriga, Gemini and Taurus,
and with Orion so far south as to be almost invisible from this country.

We have twelve months basically for the convenience of dividing the year up into neat fractions of 1/12, 1/6, 1/4 or 1/3. It is originally based on the Lunar
Month of 29½ days (New Moon to New Moon) although the months we use correspond more in length to the Sun's annual passage through each of the twelve
astrological "houses". Although New Year has not always been January 1, a lot of our festivals and holidays are based on annual astronomical phenomena. I
have already mentioned Easter, which came in around 160 AD. Christmas is a suitable time to celebrate the winter solstice, the old "Saturnalia", and the return
towards spring. It did not become significant until about 400 AD and what was once celebrated purely for this has become adopted as the birthday of the founder
of the Christian faith, despite evidence that Jesus was probably born nearer springtime. The way that things have been developing in the West recently,
Christmas is moving again into being a celebration of over-indulgence, over-spending, and almost a "festival" of consumer capitalism. Guy Fawkes Night and
Halloween have replaced the older Celtic fire festivals celebrating the harvest and the coming of winter.
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The days of the week are named after the seven original astrological planets - Sunday (Sun), Monday (Moon), Tuesday (Mars), Wednesday (Mercury), Thursday
(Jupiter), Friday (Venus) and Saturday (Saturn) and were not adopted officially until 321 AD, under Constantine. One can see the connections more clearly
when one looks at the Latin, French or Italian equivalents and also the Norse days and planet names. Because of perturbations in the Earth's rotation period the
length of the day is not definite. In the long term the Earth is slowing down due to a transfer of angular momentum to the Moon caused by friction in the tides,
so the day is in fact getting longer, but in the short term variations have meant that a second has had to be added to correct the calendar, as was done on several
occasions. Presently, the Sidereal Year averages 23 hrs 56 min 4.091 sec and the hour defined as 1/24 of the Synodic Day measured with respect to the Mean
Sun.

The present western calendar, using Pope Gregory's revisions, is now almost universal and has a long history. As soon as Man stopped being nomadic and
started to use agriculture, observation of the sky became important to time certain events for the land. Hence practical astronomy was born and the earliest
"calendars" probably started with the simple division of the year into summer and winter. The earliest systematic mode of reckoning for time of year was the
introduction of lunar phases giving 12 or 13 months each of four weeks (or the four quarters of the lunar cycle). Around 4000 BC Mesopotamia already had a
seven day week and New Moon predictions. Our calendar is a descendant of this and also of the solar calendar of Thoth. The Egyptians adopted the solar
calendar in 4236 BC and found it to be not an exact number of lunar cycles. Solar and lunar cycles did not get tied together until the Chaldean calendar which
used the Saros Cycle period of 18 years 11 days, when the nodes of the Moon's orbit, Moon and Sun return to the same relative positions. Because of the 11-day
difference, however, this does not tie in with the stars which precess out by 10 degrees each period. It was with the Chaldeans around 3000 BC that our planet
names originated, passed down via Babylon, Greece and Rome. Around 2000 BC the Mesopotamian lunar system had become quite advanced and was to be a
common ancestor of the Etruscan, Greek, Roman and Islamic systems as well as those of Israel and Nicaea. Moses used a combination of systems from
Mesopotamia and Egypt.

The Hebrew calendar developed with common years of twelve months (lunations) of alternating 29 and 30 days each (to compensate for the 29½ day lunation)
making a total of 354 days, and Leap (Embolismic) Years with 13 months, the added month being of 29 days making a year of 383 days. This extra month was
added every three years to keep the lunar year in harmony with the solar. In 19 years seven of these extra leap years are included. The year starts with the month
of Tishri, and below is a list of the months with their lengths:

  TISHRI   30 days 
  HESVAN   29 days but in some years 30 
  KISLEV   30 days but in some years 29 
  TEBET    29 days 
  SHEBAT   30 days 
  ADAR     29 days but in some years 30 
  VE-ADAR  29 days - the intercalary month 
  NISAN    30 days 
  IYAR     29 days 
  SIVAN    30 days 
  TAMMUZ   29 days 
  AB       30 days 
  ELUL     29 days. 

Thus any one year may have 353, 354, 355, 383, 384 or 385 days in all. The New Year is the nearest New Moon to the Autumn Equinox and thus can be
anywhere between September 5 and October 4. This calendar began in the year 3761 BC, thus to obtain the present year we add this figure to the Christian one.
This is taken as "The Year of Creation" so uses "Anno Mundi" (AM). The Jewish day begins at 6 PM.
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The Greeks also had the Lunar Year of 354 days and months alternating between 29 and 30 but they added a month of 30 days three times every eight years
giving a Solar Year averaging 365¼ days. This was after the ancient Greek states' system of 12 lunar months averaging 30 days each, although it was known as
early as the time of Solon in 594 BC that the lunar month was only 29½ days. In 46 BC Julius Caesar corrected the ancient 10-month Roman calendar of
355 days to one of 12 months which we use today fixed at 365¼ days - 3 common years for every Leap Year. In 1582, on the advice of the Jesuit Papal
Astronomer Clavius, Pope Gregory XIII revised it again to stabilise the date of the Spring Equinox so century-year modifications were introduced. The error of
10 days that had built up was corrected and so October 15 followed October 4, bringing it into line with a better approximation of the Tropical Year. This was
still to leave an error of one day in 3600 years. Italy, Spain, Portugal and France changed. By the time Protestant Europe adopted it by 1700, 11 days had to be
corrected. Eastern Europe continued to use the old Julian Calendar into this century - this is why the Russian "October" Revolution was actually in November.
So for centuries Europe was divided between the Julian and Gregorian calendars. The date of New Year also varied, even between Scotland and England. New
Year began on March 25 in England, Wales and Cornwall between 1256 and 1752. 1751 was a short year from March 25 to December 31 and in 1752
September 3 became September 14. I suppose that because most of the world today has New Year on January 1 the Scots have always had good reason to
celebrate it more than anyone else - it was one of the few things in which England came into line with Scotland - the Scottish year has begun on January 1 since
1600.

Magnetometry
by Ron Livesey

Magnetometry is a branch of geophysics and may be defined as the measurement of the direction and strength of the Earth's magnetic field together with any
secular and transitory variations that might take place. The earliest recorded land measurement was made in 1510 by Georg Hartmann, vicar of St Sebald's,
Nürnberg, when he compared the magnetic declination at Rome and Nürnberg. In 1698 Edmond Halley was commissioned Captain RN and set sail on
HMS Paramore of 89 tons to spend two years in the North and South Atlantic, among other things, mapping the magnetic field. It was Gauss in Göttingen who
set up the first complete magnetic observatory incorporating Poggendorff's invention utilising a light beam and mirror to detect small variations in the
orientation of a suspended magnet. Many others have contributed to the development of magnetometry, notably von Humboldt, Arago, Küpfer, Wiechert,
Bartels and Chapman to name but a few.

Magnetic disturbances take many forms. There is the diurnal variation in direction amounting to about 10 minutes of arc. This is caused by the rotating Earth, its
magnetic field and the ionosphere acting as a huge dynamo to cause electric currents to circulate in the atmosphere, as first suggested by Balfour Stewart. There
is the magnetic crochet observed only on the day side of the Earth, caused by a temporary increase in the ultra-violet radiation received from the Sun that
enhances the ionisation of the atmosphere causing an increase in the electric currents and a corresponding reaction in the magnetic field. There is the storm
sudden commencement that is caused by a shock wave of higher velocity particles in the solar wind impacting the Earth's magnetic field. The result is
compression of the field and intensification momentarily of its strength. There is the magnetic substorm when the north-south component of the interplanetary
field embedded in the solar wind turns southwards so that the IMF field lines can interconnect with those of the Earth's field. Under these circumstances the
dynamo effect is enhanced, affecting the Earth's magnetic field. Finally there is the large magnetic storm that combines the effects of solar high speed wind
shock and southerly orientation of the IMF north-south component. Storm sudden commencements may not be followed by main storms and vice versa.
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The magnetic storm is associated with the Aurora and its equatorward migration in both hemispheres. The magnetic disturbances at ground level reflect the
higher auroral ionisation of the upper atmosphere and hence the larger electrical currents that can flow in the more conducting atmosphere. The electrical
currents produce their own magnetic fields which interfere with the normal condition of the Earth's field and these variations are monitored with respect to
direction and strength at a number of magnetic observatories throughout the world. The data from these observatories is summarised in a variety of
internationally used magnetic activity indices on an hourly, three-hourly or daily basis. Different indices are used to measure the activity determined in various
ways. For example, France has observatories at antipodal points in the northern and southern hemispheres, the readings of which are intercompared. The United
Kingdom has three observatories respectively at Lerwick, Eskdalemuir and Hartland, the data from which are automatically fed into a computer at the British
Geological Survey Magnetometry Research Group at Murchison House, Edinburgh, currently under the control of Dr W. Stuart. During the great auroral and
magnetic storm of 1989 March 13/14 the gross deviation of the direction of the Earth's magnetic field horizontal component measured 8 degrees at Lerwick,
6 degrees at Eskdalemuir and 3 degrees at Hartland.

Magnetometry has become a subject worthy of study by amateur scientists and astronomers as an interest in itself but also as one means of determining that
conditions in the magnetic field might be such as would suggest the possibility of an auroral storm. Magnetic activity is detected much further towards the
equator than at which any corresponding aurora may be seen and the magnetic observer learns by experience the degree of disturbance on his instrumental
readings that may relate to visible aurora in his sky. The suggestion was first made by Dr Gadsden to Dr Gavine that he might build a simple suspended-magnet
magnetometer using Poggendorff's principle of the light beam. Dave tried out the idea but was thwarted by interference from the adjacent railway. Having heard
of the idea from Dr Gadsden and seen Dave's instrument, the writer built a magnetometer at Newton Mearns and found that he could get it to work, measuring
the changes in direction of the horizontal field component. Experience soon showed that it was a useful tool as an early warning system for the likelihood of
visual aurora being present to a greater or lesser degree. Owen Pearson, late of the ASE, built and successfully operated a similar instrument at Cammo, both
instruments giving identical readings on the occasion of the 1986 February 8/9 aurora.

Commander Henry Hatfield developed designs using photo detectors and Hall effect detectors to measure the position of the magnet and to record the signals
from the detectors. Unfortunately he too ran into trouble with interference from railways. Since then Doug Smillie of Wishaw has further developed the twin
Hall effect and the magnetoresistive self-recording magnetometers to measure variations in the direction of the horizontal field component.

Independently David Pettitt in Carlisle and Karl Lewis in Saltash built auto recording fluxgate magnetometers which measure changes in the strength of the
field. The basis of these instruments is a ferrite core surrounded by wire coils connected to the controlling equipment so that changes in field strength affect the
electrical current system and such changes can be measured. These instruments are quite capable of producing graphical records of equal quality to the
professional proton instruments when properly designed and fabricated. The manufacture of these instruments should not be lightly undertaken because of the
difficulty in obtaining certain of the fundamental components.

As part of the British Astronomical Association's Aurora Section, David Pettitt co-ordinates the Magnetometry Group of observers who monitor the activity in
the magnetic field. It is a particularly suitable pastime for members in the south of England who seldom see an auroral event and also for disabled people who
are not able to observe in the open air at night. Interest in magnetometry has spread world wide among amateur astronomers and instruments of the types
mentioned are known to be working in the USA, Canada, Eire, South Africa and New Zealand.
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(Ron Livesey is Director of the BAA Aurora Section).
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